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Portable Label Printer Niimbot D11 (Black)

Niimbot D11 portable label printer (black)
The Niimbot D11 allows you to print labels without using ink. It works wirelessly and features a compact design. Its resolution is 230 dpi.
It  connects  to  a  compatible  device  via  Bluetooth,  and  operation  is  facilitated  by  a  dedicated  app.  What's  more,  you'll  find  a  charging
cable and one roll, which is enough for 160 labels.
 
Useful for everyday use
The Niimbot D11 portable printer will make organization easier both at work and at home. You'll use the labels to label document folders,
cables, food or cosmetic containers. It will also allow you to print product prices, mark them with EAN codes and expiration dates. What's
more, the labels are free of harmful BPA.
 
Dedicated application
Operation of the printer is facilitated by the Niimbot app, which is compatible with Android and iOS. From it, you will print the contents of
the labels with the font style and size of your choice, add emoticons, product barcodes, QR codes and tables. You can also create serial
printing, product expiration dates, etc. Enjoy the freedom of use with the D11-B.
 
Lightweight and compact
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The printer is distinguished by its portable design - its dimensions are 132 x 79 x 29 mm, and its weight does not exceed 182 g. You will
successfully store it, for example, in a desk drawer. What's more, it works wirelessly - it is equipped with a 1500 mAh battery, and the
included micro USB cable will facilitate charging. What's more, it was equipped with a practical lanyard, which makes it easy to transport
the product.
 
Included
printer
USB-A to micro USB cable
label roll (enough for 160 labels)
instruction manual
Manufacturer
Niimbot
Model
D11
Color
black
Dimensions
132 x 79 x 29 mm
Weight
182 g
Charging time
3.5 - 4 h
Battery capacity
1500 mAh
Resolution
203 dpi
Wireless connection
Bluetooth
Power
4 dBm
Input voltage
5 V DC, 1A
Label width
12 mm
Charging port
micro USB
Operating temperature
5°C - 40°C
Type
thermal
Material
ABS

Preço:

€ 32.50
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Escritório, Others
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